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ABSTRACT: On the basis of benzoxazine chemistry, we
have established a new way to synthesize highly uniform
carbon nanospheres with precisely tailored sizes and high
monodispersity. Using monomers including resorcinol, for-
maldehyde, and 1,6-diaminohexane, and in the presence of
Pluronic F127 surfactant, polymer nanospheres are first
synthesized under precisely programmed reaction tempera-
tures. Subsequently, they are pseudomorphically and uni-
formly converted to carbon nanospheres in high yield, due
to the excellent thermal stability of such polybenzoxazine-
based polymers. The correlation between the initial reaction
temperature (IRT) and the nanosphere size fits well with the
quadratic function model, which can in turn predict the
nanosphere size at a set IRT. The nanosphere sizes can
easily go down to 200 nm while retaining excellent mono-
dispersity, i.e., polydispersity <5%. The particle size uni-
formity is evidenced by the formation of large areas of
periodic assembly structure. NMR, FT-IR, and elemental
analyses prove the formation of a polybenzoxazine frame-
work. As a demonstration of their versatility, nanocatalysts
composed of highly dispersed Pd nanoparticles in the
carbon nanospheres are fabricated, which show high con-
version and selectivity, great reusability, and regeneration
ability, as evidenced in a selective oxidation of benzyl alcohol
to benzaldehyde under moderate conditions.

The synthesis of highly uniform carbon nanospheres, parti-
cularly ones with particle sizes around or even below

200 nm, is extremely difficult and remains a grand challenge. In
the fields of drug delivery,1 biodiagnostics,2 catalysis chromato-
graphy,3 colloidal catalysts,4 particle templates,5 photonic
crystals,6 complex structures,6a and nanodevices,7 strict control
of the monodispersity and particle sizes <200 nm are necessary.8

That has driven researchers to make long-term, unremitting
efforts toward synthesizing such monodisperse carbon nano-
spheres. Although there are several reports on the synthesis
of carbon microspheres and nanospheres from phenolic resins,9

it is rare to find a report about truly monodisperse phenolic
resin nanospheres whose sizes are <200 nm and so uniform
that they can form three-dimensional periodic structures by self-
assembly.9g For that, nanospheres with size distribution <5% are
required.10 Although colloidal nanospheres of polystyrene,5b,c,f

poly(methyl methacrylate),11a and poly(hydroxyethyl methacry-
late)11b are widely prepared with high monodispersity,7 they
failed to convert to carbons because of bad thermal stability.
Hence, to achieve truly monodisperse carbon nanospheres, it is

key to explore new syntheses of polymer analogues that con-
currently feature good thermal stability, high monodispersity,
and heteroatoms in the framework, since carbons doped with
heteroatoms have performed the best in many areas. They could
then be converted to carbon nanospheres without deformation.
The discovery of such carbon nanospheres with tightly con-
trolled sizes and heteroatoms doping will provide powerful
alternatives for the aforementioned applications.

Based on benzoxazine chemistry,12 heterocyclic benzoxazine
monomers are first generated by Mannich condensation of
phenols, aldehydes, and amines without added initiators or
catalysts; subsequently, polybenzoxazines are formed through
thermally activated polymerization of the monomers.13 The
diversity of phenols, aldehydes, and amines that can be used
offers remarkable flexibility in the molecular design of mono-
mers; as a result, versatile, high-performance polymers can be
expected. Inspired by the advanced properties of polybenzox-
azines, including multireactive surfaces, low volumetric shrink-
age, and remarkable thermal and mechanical stability,12 we have
ignited an effort to explore the synthesis of carbon-based
materials based on this type of polymers.

Here we describe a new synthesis of highly uniform carbon
nanospheres based on benzoxazine chemistry. It relies on first
the successful creation of polybenzoxazine-based nanospheres
(denoted PBFS) which can be transferred to carbon nano-
spheres, owing to their good thermal stability and high char
yield. Their sizes can be precisely adjusted in the range of
95�225 nm by a straightforward temperature programming
process. Moveover, PBFS itself can be an extraordinary building
block for the preparation of colloidal Pd/carbon catalysts,
showing high dispersion of Pd nanoparticles, high catalytic
activity, great reusability, and regeneration ability in the selective
oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzaldehyde under moderate
conditions. To the best of our knowledge, carbon nanospheres
with such excellent properties have not been reported yet.

First, highly uniform polymer nanospheres with tunable sizes
were synthesized through a solution-based process using resor-
cinol, formaldehyde, and 1,6-diaminohexane (DAH) as the
monomers, together with Pluronic F127 surfactant. During the
experiments, we noticed that the reaction takes place rapidly
upon addition of DAH into the previously prepared solution
resorcinol/formaldehyde/F127/water. For example, at an initial
reaction temperature (IRT) of 24 �C, the reaction solution
became white and opaque within 40 s, and much more so after
120 s (see Figure S1 in the Supporting Information (SI); IRT is
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defined as the temperature at which the reactants are mixed
before being heated to the final reaction temperature of 80 �C).
This reminds us to set a careful control on the reaction temperature
in order to achieve nanospheres of tailorable particle sizes. From the
heterogeneous nucleation and growth theory,14 it is known that the
number of nuclei formed is a function of temperature when other
reaction conditions are identical. At higher temperatures, the
effective surface energy is lower, thus diminishing the free energy
barrier, facilitating nucleation, and formingmore nuclei. Under such
conditions, nuclei grow to smaller-size spheres in the particle growth
stage. This indeed favors a highly uniform product. The scanning
electronmicroscopy (SEM) images in Figure 1a,c,e suggest that the
obtained PBFS polymer nanospheres show good colloid stability
and uniformity in particle sizes (for dynamic light scattering data,
see SI Figure S2). Interestingly, self-assembled periodic structures
with close-packed planes arranged along the (111) direction are
observed, indicating a goodmonodispersity of the obtained polymer
nanospheres.15

Indeed, the sizes of the monodisperse nanospheres are
remarkably affected by the IRT of the reactants. By carefully
controlling the IRTs in the order of 15, 24, and 28 �C, the sizes
of the resultant spheres, respectively denoted PBFS-1, -2, and -3,
can be finely adjusted as 250( 6, 180( 4, and 105( 5 nm. That
is, the sizes of the polymer nanospheres increase as the IRT
decreases. It can be explained that a low IRT would slow the
reaction rate, presumably initiating fewer nuclei in the reaction
solution.16 As a result, larger polymer nanospheres are formed as
the reaction time progresses. Conversely, a high IRT would lead to
a fast reaction rate and many nuclei in the solution; thus, smaller
polymer nanospheres are formed as the time progresses. As can be
seen in SI Figure S3, PBFS-1, -2, and -3 after centrifugation exhibit
bright, shiny colors of red, green, and purple, respectively. This is
additional proof that the obtained nanospheres are highly uniform
in size. In contrast, when the IRT was increased to 40 �C, a three-
dimensional network structure was obtained (see SI Figure S4a).

This is due to the fast nucleation and growth of the primary
polymeric particles, instead of the formation of nanospheres by
minimizing the surface free energy.17We therefore speculated that
lower IRTs would lead to nanospheres with even bigger sizes.
Indeed, when the IRTwas 0 �C,we obtained polymer nanospheres
with a size of 325 nm (Figure S4c). We are thus certain that
nanosphere size is temperature dependent. By using experimental
data of IRT andnanosphere sizewith the polynomial fitting, a good
quadratic function of size vs IRT is obtained (Figure 2a). Thus, the
size of the polymer nanospheres can be, in turn, predicted by the
quadratic function model. Additional experiments will verify the
usability and accuracy of this model. For example, when the IRT
was set as 20 �C, the calculated size of the polymer was 211 nm,
while the experiment gave a sphere with a size of ∼215 nm
(SI Figure S5a); the simulated value agreeed very well with the
experiment result. Hence, our synthesis is validated to have the
ability to achieve polybenzoxazine-based nanospheres with pre-
cisely controlled sizes through programming the IRT. The yields of
the polymer nanospheres are typically 70�90%, depending on the
synthesis conditions (see SI). Thanks to the diversity of the
monomers that benzoxazine chemistry offers, one can envisage
the generality and flexibility of our synthesis toward highly uniform
polymer and carbon nanospheres. For example, when we replaced
DAH with other amines, such as 1,2-diaminoethane, and followed
the synthesis conditions of PBFS-2, polymer nanospheres with
uniform sizes were obtained as well (see representative SEM
images in SI Figure S6).

Importantly, pyrolysis of the polymer nanospheres at
500 �C gives carbon nanospheres denoted as CBFS-1, -2, and -3,
corresponding to the polymer analogues PBFS-1, -2, and -3. The
BET surface areas of CBFS-1, -2, and -3 are respectively 382, 422,
and 407 m2 g�1. As shown in Figure 1b,d,f, they retain perfect
spherical shape and high uniformity in sizes. Like their polymer
analogues, the sizes of carbon nanospheres are also temperature
dependent (Figures 2b and S5b). The volume contraction of
CBFS-1, -2, and -3 after thermal treatment is respectively 27.1,

Figure 1. SEM images of the monodisperse polymer nanospheres
PBFS-1, -2, and -3, prepared at different initial reaction temperatures,
(a) 15, (c) 24, and (e) 28 �C, and their corresponding carbonized
analogues CBFS (b,d,f).

Figure 2. Relationship between the IRT and nanosphere sizes of PBFS
(a) and CBFS (b). TG and DTG curves of PBFS-2 and PBS (prepared
without F127 at the IRT of 24 �C) (c). 1Hf13C CP/MAS NMR (d)
and FT-IR (e) spectra of PBFS-2.
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29.8, and 25.9%, while the linear shrinkage is 10.0, 11.1, and 9.5%.
Apparently, the thermal shrinkage of such nanospheres is inde-
pendent of their size. This proves the excellent structural homo-
geneity and great thermal stability of such polybenzoxazine-based
nanospheres. To show the excellent homogeneity of the carbon
sample, a typical SEM image recorded on a large area of CBFS-2 is
provided in SI Figure S7.

To check the thermal behavior of the polymer nanospheres,
TG-DTG analysis was conducted for PBFS-2 as an example. For
comparison, polymer prepared without F127 at the IRT of 24 �C
(denoted PBS) was analyzed as a control sample. As shown in
Figure 2c, the TG curve of PBFS-2 exhibits∼38% of the residual
carbon at 800 �C, whereas polymer PBS displays a carbon
conversion of 46%. Such a high carbon yield indicates this
polymer is an excellent precursor for the production of carbonac-
eous material.13 The differences between the two samples can be
ascribed to the use of F127 in the synthesis. Based on the TG
results, a roughly estimated amount of F127 is∼8 wt %. During
this study we found that F127 is indispensable and ensures the
formation of nanosized monodisperse polymer spheres. The
same experiment was carried out without F127, leading to a
product comprised of large polymer spheres of 650�700 nm
(see Figure S4b). It should be mentioned that, in this synthesis,
surfactant F127 most likely acts as an interface stabilizing agent
rather than a template. The DTG curves of these two samples
display a big difference of sharp weight loss at ∼390 �C,
attributed to the decomposition of F127 present in the
nanospheres.18 Furthermore, incorporation of F127 in PBFS-2
was confirmed by 1Hf13C CP/MASNMR analysis (Figure 2d),
showing signals at∼72 and 17 ppm that correspond to the carbons
in the methylene and methyl groups of the Pluronic F127. Thus,
the nonwashable F127 content is supposed to be the amount
entrapped in the PBFS when the surfactant acts as an emulsion
agent. The resolved peaks at∼53 and 28 ppm are the signals of the
methylene groups in Ar�CH2�N and �(CH2)6�, respectively.
In addition, the FTIR spectrum of PBFS-2 (Figure 2e) shows a
band at∼1171 cm�1, which can be assigned to C�N stretching;
the strongest hydrogen-bonded hydroxyl bands at ∼3210 and
3390 cm�1 can be assigned to�OH 3 3 3N intramolecular hydro-
gen bonding in the Mannich bridge and �OH 3 3 3π hydrogen
bonding,13a,b respectively, indicative of the abundant hydroxyl
groups produced during ring-opening polymerization of benzox-
azine. The stretching of the aromatic ether at ∼1109 and
1228 cm�1 and the weak band at ∼950 cm�1 originate from the
benzene ring to which oxazine is attached, revealing the character-
istics of the benzoxazine residues in the as-made polybenzoxazines
(see SI Figure S8). Hence, the NMR and IR results verify that the
resultant polymer product is a kind of polybenzoxazine. In
addition, elemental analysis confirms that both the PBFS and
the CBFS exhibit high contents of nitrogen,∼3.7 and∼2.2 wt %,
respectively. This is another strong indication of nitrogen hetero-
atom incorporation into the carbon framework.

It is easy to imagine that such uniform nanospheres can be
used in catalysis, drug delivery, building complex structures, nano-
casting, and electrochemistry. In the following, we demonstrate
one such application. Nanocatalysts consisting of Pd nanoparticles
dispersed in the carbon nanospheres were prepared by complexing
Pd2+ (H2PdCl4 aqueous solution) into PBFS-2, followed by
thermal treatment at 500 �C. The loading amount of Pd is
∼1 wt %. Pd-catalyzed oxidation of benzyl alcohol to benzalde-
hyde was chosen as a model reaction to evaluate the catalytic
activity of the Pd@CBFS-2 nanocatalyst. Transmission electron

microscopy (TEM) of this nanocatalyst (Figure 3a,b) shows that
most of the Pd nanoparticles with sizes of 2.5�3.5 nm are highly
dispersed in the carbon matrix. X-ray diffraction of Pd@CBFS-2
(Figure 3c) shows very low intensity reflections resulting from
metallic Pd, indicating that the Pd particles are small. This is also
consistent with the TEM observations.

The catalytic reactions were carried out under moderate
reaction conditions: ambient pressure, 80 �C, and water as the
“green” solvent. The results show that such a catalyst exhibits an
extremely high conversion (99%) with high selectivity to ben-
zaldehyde (>99%) in 2 h in aqueous solution under oxygen
ambient. In comparison to bulky heterogeneous catalysts under
similar reaction conditions,19 the nanocatalyst exhibits a fast
reaction rate, showing higher turnover frequency due to the easy
accessible active Pd sites and high selectivity (see SI Table S1 for
the comparison). This is due to the porosity of the carbon matrix
(see SI Figure S9) and the surface-located Pd sites. Investigation
of the recyclability of the Pd@CBFS-2 catalyst showed excellent
results in a total of four cycles (Figure 3d), i.e., high selectivity
(>99%) and conversion (>82%). The fifth cycle still gave high
selectivity (>99%) but a drop in conversion (51%). No detect-
able acid was found in the product, indicating that the alcohol was
selectively converted to aldehyde. These properties were super-
ior to those observed for the reported Pd/C catalysts19 (see
Table S1). To determine if Pd nanoparticles are lost during the
reaction, the partially reacted solution after the fifth cycle was
centrifuged to remove the Pd@CBFS-2 catalyst, and the super-
natant solution together with a certain amount of fresh benzyl
alcohol was transferred to a new reactor. However, even after 8 h,
no benzyl alcohol consumption was detected. This experiment
proves the good stability of our colloidal catalyst. Surprisingly,
the catalyst can be easily regenerated by a simple calcination
treatment at 200 �C under air to clean the adsorbed organic
species from the surface of Pd nanoparticles.20 After heat
treatment, this catalyst recovers its activity of high conversion
(>96%) and selectivity (>99%), as shown in Figure 3d (run 6).
These results confirm the high catalytic activity, great reusability,
and regeneration ability of this nanocatalyst.

In summary, we have developed a new synthesis based on
benzoxazine chemistry that leads to temperature-programmed
precise control over the size of targeted carbon nanospheres. It

Figure 3. TEM images (a,b) and XRD pattern (c) of the colloidal
catalyst Pd@CBFS-2 pyrolyzed at 500 �C. Conversion and selectivity
(d) of the recycled and regenerated Pd@CBFS-2 catalyst for benzyl
alcohol selective oxidation.
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was found that the IRT predicted the nanosphere size following
the quadratic functionmodel. Particles as small as∼95 nm can be
prepared with high monodispersity, as evidenced by the forma-
tion of an assembled periodic structure which strongly indicates
the polydispersity to be <5%.10 To our knowledge, this is the first
successful synthesis of highly uniform, polybenzoxazine-based,
nanometer-sized spheres. Such nanospheres can be used as
nanocatalysts with high catalytic activity, great reusability, and
regeneration ability. This new type of nanocatalysts is expected to
generally show long catalyst lifetime in reactions catalyzed by
various noblemetals. Thanks to the diverse options ofmonomers
for polybenzoxazines, our synthesis strategy may provide a highly
efficient process for the preparation of a wide range of poly-
benzoxazine-based nanospheres, which can readily undergo
subsequent functionalization and processing. We expect that this
finding will have a considerable impact on the development of
advanced carbon nanospheres for applications in catalysis, drug
delivery, building complex structures, nanocasting, electrochem-
istry, and adsorption.
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